
COMP101: Review Session 0



Hi I’m Mason!

● Class of 2020
● Computer Science BS
● This is my fifth semester TA’ing for COMP101/110!
● Came into college as studio art
● Changed to computer science after taking COMP110
● Please come talk to me if: you’re interested in the intersection between 

math, CS, psychology, art; you want to take COMP110; you’re scared to 
take math classes because you’re a humanities student (I’ve been there!), 
or if you have music recommendations you want to share. 



Hey I’m Tony!

● Class of 2020, Comp Sci BS / Music BA (I play French horn)
● Second semester as 110/101 TA, first time in review sessions
● Took COMP110 with no prior programming experience and really loved it
● Outside of CS: hiking/backpacking, radio DJ, UNC Orchestra, CEF advocate
● Happy to talk about CS classes, switching majors 5 times in 2 years, diversity 

in STEM, Cosmic Cantina

Helping a struggling student in office hours



What is this class? 

● COMP101 is focused on teaching students some portion of the 
same material that we go over in 110, only at a slower pace. 

● Conceptually, the material may be just as difficult as 110, however 
you’ll have more time to build an understanding of it. 

● When 110 and 101 overlap in material, we may give similar quizzes 
to both classes. When this happened last, the majority of 101 
students outperformed 110 students. 



What comes next? 

● After this class, you might never take a computer science class again and 
that’s ok!

● Rest assured, in whatever field you pursue, you will enter it equipped with a 
unique set of problem solving skills that you’ll learn in COMP101. 

● Whatever you put into this class, you’ll get out of it. Learning computer 
science can change the way you approach your own fields of academia 
and inspire you to discover new ways of approaching the work you’re 
passionate about. 



Being an ex-art major and current CS major has led me to 
approach aesthetic problems using the tools I’ve learned 
from my math and CS classes



And now for some 
COMPUTER SCIENCE



Data Types in TypeScript

Primitive Types

number string boolean

Composite Types
(later on!)



number Variables

● We’ll often need to use numbers when coding, and there’s a specific syntax 
for declaring and assigning a variable. 

● When declaring number variables, you may choose to let TypeScript’s type 
inference decide what types your variables are. 

let num = 5; let num: number = 5;

Type Inference Type Declaration



Math Review: Number Operators

Name:

Exponentiation:
Multiplication:
Division:
Remainder:
Addition:
Subtraction:

Symbol:

**
*
/

%
+
-

Order of Operations:

1. Exponentiation
2. Multiplication, 

Division, 
Remainder

3. Addition, 
Subtraction



The remainder operator

● It can be difficult to understand the remainder operator at times, but there 
is a convenient way of visualizing it to make your life easier!

Ex.  

3 % 8 = 

0
1

2

3

4
5 6

7

8 % 3= 

0

1 2

3 2



Hands On #1: 

● (5 % 8) ** 2 =
● (4 * 10) - (2 ** 3) + (9 % 3 * 5) = 
● 4 * 50 + 8 / 4 - 6 =
● (4 + (4 + (4 - 4))) = 

25
32
196
8

For the hands on exercises, we 
strongly recommend that students 
write work out with pen and paper!



Hands On #2

/* the star slash at each end 
makes this a multi-line comment */

Declare three number variables named “banana”, 
“strawberry”, and “pineapple”. You may use type 
inference. Assign them numbers 1, 2, or 3 based on how 
much you like them, with 1 being the highest. 

Answer: let banana: number = 1; let banana = 1;
let strawberry: number = 2; or let strawberry = 2;
let pineapple: number = 3; let pineapple = 3;



Check into course.care!

Please take this time to check into course.care with the 
provided code!

217DF



Declaring Boolean Variables

true false

booleans
let bool = true; let bool: boolean= true;

Type Inference Type Declaration



String Variables

- “string” is short for a “string of characters”
- This string may consist of numbers, letters, symbols, etc. 
- To differentiate a string from other data types, we put every string literal in 

quotation marks. 

let str = “true”; let str = true;

This is a string This is a boolean



Concatenation

● You’ve seen the “+” symbol in TypeScript used to add 
two numbers before, as in: 5 + 6 = 11

● The same symbol can be used to “concatenate” two 
string variables together. The two strings are smushed 
together to create a new string. 

let bool = true;“hello” + “hi” = “hellohi” “true” + “false” = “truefalse”



Declaring string Variables

let str = “Hi!”; let str: string = “Hi!”;

Type Inference Type Declaration



Code Comments

- As a programmer, it is often useful to write notes in the white space 
surrounding your code. Code comments don’t affect the way that your 
code runs at all! To denote a code comment, use the following syntax:

// the two slashes makes this line a code comment!

/* the star slash at each end 
makes this a multi-line comment */



Hands On 3: Variable Assignment

What is the output of the following code 
snippet? 

a = 1;
b = 2;
c = 5;



Hands On 4: Variable Assignment + 
Concatenation

What is the output of the following code 
snippet? 

a = “cowgoes”;
b = “cowgoesgoes”;
c = “cowgoesmoo”;



Hands On 5 (Extra Practice if time)

What is the output of the following code 
snippet? 

a = “coolperson”;
b = 5;

c = “coolpersonfriend”;
d = 500


